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INTRODUCTION
My Master of Fine Arts thesis exhibition, Everything Must Go!, explores the connection
between trauma and paranoia. This exhibition asks how this correlation occurs, or more
specifically, how the eccentricities surrounding my displacement from my home country of
Honduras shaped the mental states I navigate today. The body of work exhibited consists of textbased paintings, objects, and videos, most of which are assisted by shipping materials, like
plastic and plywood. These materials are functionally tied to transition, but I present them in
ways that relate to a confluence of violent and caring gestures. The work is often presented
humorously in order to make the uncomfortable more accessible. A deliberate approach to
language plays a major role in conveying the narrative at hand. These works co-opt American
idioms and other well-known references to speak about vulnerable inner conflicts centered
around unresolved past experiences. Everything Must Go! represents the latest installment in an
ongoing investigation into the intersections between my family, national, and cultural history.
Research for this exhibition prompted me to take inventory1 of our family’s departure
from Honduras as a mode of understanding myself. At 16 years old, answers to “What was lost?”
related almost exclusively to tangible things; like people, food, physical spaces, and possessions.
Being half a life removed from Honduras, I now realize the immaterial casualties are far greater;
abstract concepts like home, culture, security, and peace are resounding absences in my ongoing
American life. The vacancies left by these absences have since been filled by mental states
anchored in guilt and arrested development, but most noticeably an inescapable state of paranoia

1

Early versions of this exhibition were tied to aesthetics grounded in materialism. Examples of this early approach
are still present in the work through the use of retail signage and personal ephemera, but was ultimately disregarded
as a primary aesthetic once transition and surveillance presented itself as overarching themes.
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that directly stems from the antecedents of our departure. The following thematic sections will
discuss my displacement2 and how the corresponding residual mental states take physical form
through formal decisions like arrangement, materials, and attention to language.
DISPLACEMENT & CLASS
In December 2005, my father who, at the time, was serving as Minister of Public
Security,3 called my brothers and me into his room. He sat us on the edge of his bed and
informed us that he could no longer protect us. Modern Honduras has been, and continues to be,
one of the most dangerous countries in the world. It is geographically destined to be a drug trade
checkpoint for South American narcos and is a hot bed for regional gangs including, but not
exclusive to, MS 13. My father, being the figurehead against the many faces of criminality, was
targeted by whomever would benefit from his removal. The risk of his career was constantly
reinforced through armored cars, bodyguards, and our measured lifestyle. Despite the measures
taken by my parents to keep us safe, my brothers and I did not fully grasp the reality of our
situation until that evening in my parents' bedroom. As my father explained the severity of the
situation, he handed us a Manila folder. In it was a profile and photo of a regional gang member,
El Mago (The Wizard), with his violent threat against my family. Remaining in Honduras was no
longer viable. We packed our things. Before long, my entire Honduran experience would be
clouded by or entirely reduced to those last few days. A constant reassessment of how those days

2

Any subsequent use of the word “my'' attached to my displacement is to assert that these residual fears, and
opinions on such, are singular to my experience and vary from how my family has been affected by this same
experience.
3

My father, Oscar Alvarez Sr., served as Minister of Public Security during Ricardo Maduro’s administration
between the years of 2002-2005. He would later serve in this role during the Pepe Lobo administration between the
years of 2010-2011.
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shaped me would follow-- to the point where my sense of self was intrinsically tied to
displacement. I was defined by it.
Having moved to a country where the immigrant experience is at the forefront of political
discourse, it became increasingly apparent through continual reassessment that my immigration
into the United States was atypical. Instead of sneaking across a border, we flew over one, and
into a country with an awaiting house we had used for summer vacations. Every detail of my
escape indicates privilege that was granted by my family’s upper-class lifestyle due to my
father’s political career. This recognition would become tied up in guilt that, in turn, prompted a
heightened awareness of Honduran class dynamics.
Honduras, having a small and incredibly fragile middle class, does not provide many
opportunities for a lower class to improve their condition of life. Meanwhile the very small upper
class of Honduras are in varied positions of power. These individuals are notorious for their
disregard of the lower class. The resulting conditions of this indifference are exacerbated by the
white-collar criminality that is seemingly rampant throughout privileged entities across
Honduras. This dysfunctional upper-class-to-lower-class dynamic provides a fertile foundation
where lower class criminal organizations, like MS 13, can thrive. It became clear to me that the
class that I represent (and have benefited from) has invited gang activity to grow relatively
unchecked, through their continual disregard of the conditions that feed it. The lack of sympathy
and care from the upper-class system towards impoverished youths like El Mago (who was only
19 years old) continues to be a contributing factor to the ongoing gang problems of Honduras.
This retrospective understanding encompassing class, economics, and dynamics of power shapes
how I perceive and reflect on the conditions of my displacement.
3

EXHIBITION LAYOUT
Before entering the gallery space, the viewer encounters the alarming colors of
Everything Must Go!, a 68 x 46 inch acrylic painting on canvas, propped on wooden blocks,
leaning on the exterior wall of the gallery closest to its entrance. This work, along with the later
encountered Smile!, are indicative of a way-of-making that is common to my practice. I arrange
graphic text-based compositions on canvas through vinyl stenciling to achieve a uniform paint
application that is seemingly fabricated. I am purposeful in its abandonment of visible clues that
tie the work to my hand. This preference for a pristine finish is consistent throughout the
exhibition. Although the unblemished nature of the work is more of a predilection than a
motivated effort, it creates a separation between the work and their respective references.4

Figure 1. Everything Must Go!.

4

Most of the hand-made works in this exhibition are not versions of or substitutes for their references- they are
parodies of them. Although the objects could be functional, the theatrical arrangements, graphic nature, comedic
language, and implied conversations throughout the exhibition ground these works as props.
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Everything Must Go! (Fig. 1) visually references side-of-the-road advertisements for
retail closing sales. The piece deviates from its reference partly in the language used; instead of
alluding to any expected promotional information, I repeat the same phrase, “Everything Must
Go!,” throughout the picture plane. These repeated phrases sit atop a high contrast red and
yellow color pairing; causing the corresponding black and white lettering to vibrate if stared at
for a prolonged time. These formal decisions provoke distress and strategically set an urgent tone
at the front-end of the exhibition.5

Figure 2. Installation image of Everything Must Go! Exhibition.

Upon entering the gallery space, most of the works are visible to the viewer. An open
space in the center of the gallery allows for uninterrupted conversations between work. Each

5

Additionally, this painting aims to capture the constant assessing, or taking inventory of, the things that I lost in my
escape from Honduras. Having a representation of that loss as the first work of the exhibition was important to me,
as it sets up the attitude in which I am addressing my displacement.
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artwork has space to be assessed as an individual statement, but is reinforced by the contextual
information provided by the other pieces. Some works hang on the wall, others sit on pedestals,
and others directly interact with the gallery floor. The exception to the openness is a sectionedoff space behind a wall at the opposite end of the entrance. This space is shielded from the rest of
the exhibit and its contents are unknown until it is entered.

Figure 3. Frame from “The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie.”

Understanding the gallery space as theater was a useful framework for arranging the
works. Although Michael Fried’s use of the word6 can be applied to some of the larger objectbased work, I mean it in the metaphorical sense; where works are understood as vignettes, or acts
in a play. In Luis Buñuel’s 1972 film, “The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie,”7 (Fig. 3) the
director stages a surreal theatrical arrangement where the unaware bourgeois participants are

6

Michael Fried. Art and Objecthood: Essays and Reviews (Chicago, Illinois: The University of Chicago Press,
2011).
7

Luis Buñuel, dir. The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie, (1972; Paris, France: Greenwich Film Production.)
35mm film.
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irrevocably tied to acts of adultery, hedonism, ignorance, and vanity. Similarly using theater as a
vehicle to undress class informed how I arranged and contextualized this exhibition, including
my position within it.
FORMAL CHOICES & ACCOMPANYING RESEARCH
To uphold the theatrical space I seek to establish, formal choices must be deliberate and
consistent. I repeatedly use shipping materials like plywood, plastic, and moving blankets. The
use of these materials can be subtle, like opting to use a plywood box as a pedestal, or
predominantly featured in the make-up of an entire work. These were logical materials to include
in order to point towards the metaphorical packing and unpacking of past experiences, but also
an approachable means for discussing residual traumas.

Figure 4. Massive Black Hole in the Dark Heart of our Milky Way, Dahn Vo.

Vietnamese artist, Dahn Vo sets a contemporary precedent for the handling of packaging
materials. Vo’s cardboard-based installation, Massive Black Hole in the Dark Heart of our Milky
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Way8 (Fig. 4) served as an early guide for presenting and manipulating the material. This work
features a sprawling installation of gilded cardboard sheets, iron tools, and rope suspended from
the ceiling. I drew comparisons between the stenciled imagery found on his cardboard and my
paintings, and took his use of packing material substrates as permission to do so myself.
Emerald City (Fig. 5) marks a demonstrable use of these materials. A faded portrait of El
Mago, is scanned and tessellated across a 9 x 7 foot wall of plastic wrapped cardboard boxes. In
terms of scale Emerald City dwarfs every other work included. The monumental scale given to
this work establishes a hierarchy throughout the exhibition and signals the amount of agency this
subject continues to have over me. Furthermore, there is a high level of threat implied by the
blown-up mugshot towering over its viewer. Even though the referenced threat is no longer a
realistic concern, this image remains as a totem to my current paranoia. The movie reference in
the title of Emerald City9 has useful ties to home and displacement but my personal reason for
using this title is telling of the real life measures I take in order to feel safe. Upon deciding that I
would be displaying the likeness of El Mago I became concerned about drawing his attention.10
This admittedly would be an unlikely scenario (seeing how his actual name is never mentioned
in the work or corresponding press materials), but for the sake of my comfort, I felt it necessary

8

Robeta Smith., “Dahn Vo: An Artist at the Crossroads of History and Diary,” The New York Times. March 7, 2018,
www.nytimes.com / (April 29, 2022).
9

Victor Fleming, dir. The Wizard of Oz, (1939; Beverly Hills, California: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), 35mm film.
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In researching for this exhibition, I discovered that El Mago’s whereabouts are unknown.
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to pick a title that was removed enough from the initial reference to his alias.11 Emerald City felt
fitting considering the plastic wrap’s shimmering green quality. In this instance, plastic is used to
relate to the violence of smothering I associate to organized crime. The plastic application shifts
towards associations of preservation and care when considering the painting directly across the
room from Emerald City.

Figure 5. Emerald City.

El Principito (The Little Prince),12 (Fig. 6) an 80 x 74 inch self-portrait depicting myself
at three years old is not only different in its approach to materials, it is diametrically opposite in
11

I directly relate this decision to other overcompensatory measures we would need to take in order to feel safe as a
political family in Honduras. Some of which included: Using pseudonyms, randomizing car routes to frequently
visited locations, and avoiding cameras.
12

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. Le Petit Prince (Paris, France: Gallimard, 1943).
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what it represents, specifically in relation to class. Before arriving at what this exhibition came to
be, I serendipitously came across Maira Kalman’s book of text-accompanied illustrations, The
Principles of Uncertainty. It features one musing on Russian author Vladimir Nabakov that
depicts a posh young boy in a luxurious room with text that reads, “Nabakov’s family fled
Russia. How could the young Nabakov, sitting innocently and elegantly in a red chair, leafing
through a book on butterflies imagine such displacement. Such loss.”13 It was impossible to read
those words and not imagine a younger version of myself peacefully enjoying some unhurried
activity within the welfare of privilege. Out of that vision came a desire to express that there was
an underlying relationship between my privilege and loss. For El Principito, I referenced the
trope of pretentiously wealthy families having large oil portraits of themselves hanging in their
living spaces. The status symbol isn’t a reference to my lived experience, it is simply an
opportunity to implicate myself within a commentary of class through the parody of upper-class
lifestyle. This painting is a testament to privilege that is then tied to a story about escape through
its collar-box and plastic wrapping-- altogether indicating the karmic irony of having to abandon
class in order to survive.
In the midst of completing this work, I immersed myself in media that was similarly
critical about class including works that focused on the moral implications of being privileged. In
Oscar Wilde’s classic, The Picture of Dorian Gray, I related passages from the book to my
painting. One passage, in which Dorian Gray refers to the portrait his friend Basil Hallward
painted of him, stood out to me more than any other. It reads:

13

Maira Kalman. The Principles of Uncertainty (New York, New York: Penguin Group, 2007).
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I am jealous of everything whose beauty does not die. I am jealous of the portrait you have painted of me.
Why should it keep what I must lose? Every moment that passes takes something from me and gives
something to it. Oh, if it were only the other way! If the picture could change, and I could be always what I
am now! Why did you paint it? It will mock me some day – mock me horribly!14

This passage led to a deeper investigation into what El Principito represented. It prompted me to
question if I was resentful towards the younger version of myself who had not experienced loss.
The painting is a record of a time when I lived unbothered by fear or any of the complications
tethered to my displacement. By extending that realization into material, the plywood collar-box
and plastic façade act as an enclosure, encapsulating this version of myself, and keeping it
separate from my current self.

14

Oscar Wilde. The Picture of Dorian Gray. (London: New York, New York, Penguin, 2003).
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Figure 6. El Principito.

Similarly to Everything Must Go!, this work leans on a wall to suggest temporary
placement. The slight angle of El Principito further engages the two portraits by establishing a
direct sightline between them. I came to realize that, when removed from my narrative, both
figures are affected by their opposite. This cements an exchange of threat and fear between both
subjects. The confrontation between Emerald City and El Principito is staged at the nucleus of
the gallery space. This creates an arena where surrounding works are implicitly tied to the
conversation between the two figures. Both works depict subjects under types of plastic, but they
differ in their use of the material. The transparent green wrapping plastic in Emerald City
references both the violence of smothering and my lived experiences of moving. Whereas the
clear plastic sheeting that veils El Principito calls upon plastic’s traditional associations to
preserve and protect. This range of signification attributed to plastic throughout my work
intentionally opens multiple readings since my intention when including plastic is never
explicitly expressed to the viewer.
My practice often reflects concerns about culpability through a self-destructive attitude,
which in turn sets up the fatalistic idea that I will meet my end; in this case, that my imaginary
voyeur will eventually kidnap and murder me. Take a Load Off, a work that features a plaster
cast of my body in a coffin-like, lid-less crate, is the best example of this projected fear. The
plywood crate filled with pink packing-peanuts are obvious references to shipping aesthetics, but
the read becomes multi-faceted through the inclusion of a reposed figure partially submerged
inside the crate. The cast figure resembles a state of leisure that is only reinforced by the empty
beer cans atop the packing-peanuts. However, within the context of this exhibition the figure
12

adopts a more tragic connotation, one that references the cinematic trope of body disposal by
way of organized crime. On the exterior of the crate, spring-loaded handles commonly found on
shipping crates are placed strategically to mimic hinged arms on coffins, further tying this work
to my suggested fate. The incidental “fragile” signage acts as a double entendre by referencing
both shipping disclaimers and mental conditions. “Take a load off” also exists as a double
entendre, but within the context of the materials, an idiom about relaxation gains a secondary
association to actual loads, packages, and shipments.
Teresa Margolles, champion of the abject,15 provides contemporary context to this piece
due to her use of cadavers throughout her artistic oeuvre. Julia Banwell's book, Teresa Margolles
and the Aesthetics of Death, delves into the implication of the viewer in abject content. She
writes,
The display of death and the dead body in an art gallery or museum, which are relatively safe and
regulated spaces located within the public sphere, has the potential effect of posing challenge to social
taboos, arguably demystifying that which is usually hidden from view. However, it is also possible to argue
that exhibiting such objects within the space of the gallery, nearly serves to titillate, transforming gallerygoers into morbid voyeurs and corpses into spectacle.16

Although Take a Load Off does not feature an actual cadaver, its cast dummy version is
at first glance believable as one, potentially prompting morbid curiosity from the viewer. The
evocative nature of death is useful in sequestering the viewer’s attention while the flippant

15

Julie Kristeva. Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection (New York, New York, Columbia University Press.
1980).
16

Julia Banwell. Teresa Margolles and the Aesthetics of Death (Scarborough, North Yorkshire: University of Wales
Press, 2015), 45.
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attitude attributed to my homicide implicates the viewer into being a comfortable witness.
Welcoming a state of voyeurism is possibly a subconscious desire on my part to confront the
public sphere of the art gallery, and by extension the sheltered perspectives of an American
audience. As someone that has had to endure continual exposure to cadavers just by existing in
Honduras, my casual use of a corpse points towards experiences that are non-normative in
America and offers a clue into how my paranoia was formed.
TEXT-BASED WORKS
Text is used as an exercise to deconstruct dense content and to present accessible entry
points (i.e., familiar references and humor) for both the viewer and myself. The most direct use
of text in the exhibition is literal. An example is the artist book So Someone Wants You Dead.
This fabricated book co-opts phrasings typically associated with self-help books. The graphic
text on its front cover advertises a guide to surviving being preyed upon while the back cover
features a source-less quote that reads, “You're never going to be safe, and that's alright!” The
tongue-in-cheek celebratory language resembles a flippant attitude that disregards the severity of
the content being addressed. By being dismissive, I can present uncomfortable content through
accessible vehicles like this book. I recognize that the content I am navigating is exclusively
personal by nature, but by handling the material light-heartedly I can exist in a shared space with
the viewer where we both can laugh at my expense. The book reads humorously but does not
abandon the paranoid implication that surrounds it. The comedic sensibility is only a pocket of
levity that distracts from how crippling my paranoia continues to be. This becomes more
apparent when the viewer, with their back turned to Emerald City, opens the book to blank
numbered pages, presenting no solution at all. At no point is the viewer invited to think up
14

metaphorical interpretations of the jokes found on the book jacket. The simulacrum of the selfhelp book is only a vehicle for a straightforward joke meant to be experienced literally.
Referencing recognizable phrasings (i.e., idioms, jargon, slang, etc.) was useful in
addressing the specifics surrounding my paranoia. Ransom, (Fig. 7) a work consisting of
hundreds of Xerox copies atop an open-faced Manila folder, sits on the ground near the entrance
of the gallery. Every sheet is a copy of the same phrase, “Live Every Day Like It’s Your Last;” a
loose reference to aspirational platitudes17 that are comically empty when addressed to the
projected paranoid recipient. This platitude is turned on its head when it takes on a menacing
tone through the adopted visual language we collectively attribute to ransom notes. While not
explicitly stated, the viewer is allowed to take a sheet as they enter the space.

Figure 7. Ransom.

17

For example, “live, laugh, love,” “you only live once,” or “hang in there, baby!.”
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Ransom represents a tendency where I project my predicaments or situational attitudes
onto the viewer. In this case, I (the artist) am not the subject this threat is directed at. The viewer
is the subject and in allowing the subject to physically interact with the work, they are invited to
imagine being the target. The work Ransom sits conceptually on the fence between aspirational
and macabre. In not being either it becomes humorous, specifically engaging with a gallows
comedic sensibility that I find to be an exciting vehicle for the subject matter I am presenting.
The duality of being both comical and sobering is present throughout the contemporary Latin
American artmaking landscape. One example that has long been a point of reference for my
practice is Yoshua Okon’s Octopus.18 Although this specific work does not feature text, it does
represent the two-faced sense of humor that I often employ. This two-channel video piece
depicts a war re-enactment in a busy Home Depot parking lot. One cannot help but enjoy the
absurdity of the actors engaging in combative maneuvers like crawling across the pavement,
assisting “fallen” soldiers, and scanning the area with imagined rifles. The humorous gestures are
reinforced through the perplexed gaze of non-participants and the inappropriate setting. This
inclination to enjoy their performances is subverted when the art audience realizes that these
actors are Guatemalan war veterans, and they are re-enacting the Guatemalan Civil War they
fought in decades prior.
Opening wordplay up to translingual possibilities allows for commentary that I can inject
into the titles as the translator. Guerra de Cerdos, a plastic-wrapped Readymade19 of Black

18

Yoshua Okon. “Octopus, 2011,” April 29, 2022. www.yoshuaokon.com.

19

Marcel Duchamp. “Apropos of “Readymades.”” (Lecture, Museum of Modern Art, New York, October 19, 1961).
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Sabbath’s “Paranoid”20 record sleeve, uses text to arrive at multiple significations. One is the
literal example of “Paranoid” found on the album cover, an obvious nod to the exhibition’s
primary theme, but its second use reflects a unique approach through a Spanish title, in that it is a
purposeful mistranslation of the featured single “War Pigs” (the literal English translation for the
work’s title would be closer to “War of Pigs”). As the translator, I am able to weigh possible
translations to potentially serve the work. The decision to favor a mistranslation allows for a
subtle criticism of international conflicts that have historically impacted Honduras.
VIDEO WORKS
Both video works in the exhibition foil the continual attempt of theatricality and lightheartedness. The nature of candid footage gives real-life examples of both my source of paranoia
and the act of paranoia.
Escavacación (a made-up word combining escavar (dig) and vacación (vacation)) clues
the viewer into the reasons for my current mental state. The video, displayed on a CRT television
set, displays a family beach trip we took in ’92, intermittently spliced with footage from a gun
raid my father led as Minister of Public Security. Images of my family playing in a serene ocean
side setting are folded into images featuring police operatives, underground weapon stashes, and
heavy-grade artillery. The backdrop of my father’s career is contrasted with the relatively
peaceful years that preceded it. The gun raid footage begins to outweigh family footage,
reflecting a shift in my life where concerns about security become constant.

20

Black Sabbath, Paranoid. Rodger Bain, prod., recorded June 1970, Vertigo, 1970, vinyl LP.
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A peculiar exchange happens when one grows accustomed to constant paranoia. In
feeling like you are always being watched, you also become hyper-vigilant. Vigilia (Vigil)
allows the viewer to experience both sides of that transaction. As the viewer is guided through
the exhibition, they arrive at a wall that hides the last space within the gallery. When they turn
the corner to enter this space, the viewer comes across a 4 x 4 grid of gallery surveillance footage
live-streamed on a monitor in the far wall of the previously unknown area.

Figure 8. Installation image of Vigilia.

This pivotal reveal of the gallery as a monitored space marks a shift into retroactively
understanding the feeling of being watched and the potential reactionary act of hyper vigilance.
With this moment, I am also projecting a state of voyeurism onto my viewer where they can
abandon relating to the watched persona, and instead act as the oppressor by becoming the
watcher. Up to this point the exhibition has been staged as an arrangement on paranoia; this work
aims to be a surreal and despairing final act.

18

CONCLUSION
In this exhibition I reimagine my residual mental states as theatrical arrangements to
breach a topic that has long been difficult to unpack. Relying on a framework that is often
humorous, I can access content and share it with audiences. Material, textual, and conceptual
processes aid in understanding what transpired in my past and how it continues to affect me.
The research for my thesis exhibition has come to solidify questions I had surrounding
class and benevolence and helped me to further understand the Honduran dynamics that led to
my family’s displacement. I expect these questions will continue to guide my work.
Completing this research presented unexpected instances of closure. The summer before
beginning my thesis, I took a trip to Honduras and stayed in my childhood home. Being able to
see the home I left in 2006 while doing this current research allowed for a proper farewell. This
also granted me perspective on the difficulties my father navigated before, during, and after our
displacement. Seeing documents that detailed the risks he would face daily in order to protect us
is the most impactful result of this research. Throughout this focused attempt of unpacking, I’ve
been able to approach my family with questions about our escape, and through that have come to
understand how they were comparatively affected by the same experience. Although the
reassessing of my displacement continues to be a difficult undertaking, I realize that within that
effort is an opportunity to better know myself, my family, and my country.

19
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ABSTRACT

EVERYTHING MUST GO!
by
Fernando Alvarez
Bachelor of Fine Arts, 2014
University of North Texas,
Denton, Texas
Adam Fung Associate Professor of Art - Painting
My Master of Fine Arts thesis exhibition, Everything Must Go!, explores the connection between
trauma and paranoia. This exhibition asks how this correlation occurs, or more specifically, how
the eccentricities surrounding my displacement from my home country of Honduras shaped the
mental states I navigate today. The body of work exhibited consists of text-based paintings,
objects, and videos, most of which are assisted by shipping materials, like plastic and plywood.
These materials are functionally tied to transition, but I present them in ways that relate to a
confluence of violent and caring gestures. The work is often presented humorously in order to
make the uncomfortable more accessible. A deliberate approach to language plays a major role
in conveying the narrative at hand. These works co-opt American idioms and other well-known
references to speak about vulnerable inner conflicts centered around unresolved past experiences.
Everything Must Go! represents the latest installment in an ongoing investigation into the
intersections between my family, national, and cultural history.

